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Student Work Program Here Draws Praise
SIU student work program is "one of the most effective" of some 30 schools of similar size studied, a consultant of student financial aid stated today.

The assistant director of the College Scholarship Service of the College Entrance Examination Board, David S. Owen, visited Southern's Carbondale campus to confer with Frank C. Adams, director of the student work program.

The reason for his visit, he explained, is because agencies concerned with providing financial assistance to college students "are becoming increasingly aware of student work programs as a factor of major importance in meeting college expenses."

Owen had praise for the job being done by full-time civil service supervisors of students employees at SIU, particularly their ability to direct the students effectively and fit the "peculiarities of a student's class schedule with the job that needs to be done."

"In most colleges, it's getting more expensive all the time and harder rather than easier for a student to work his way through. At SIU, the trend is in the opposite direction," Owen said.

The College Scholarship Service is "quite interested" in pending federal legislation to provide to colleges one-half the funds used to pay students for part-time jobs. 1,238 Students

On Dean's List
A total of 1,238 students on Carbondale campus have been named to Deans' lists for high academic achievement during the spring term.

Deans' Lists include students who compiled grade averages of 4.25 or better while taking at least 12 hours of class work during the quarter. A 5.0 average is the equivalent of straight "A's."

The Deans' Lists total slightly over 10 per cent of the full-time enrollment at the Carbondale campus and include 26 students who had perfect 5.0 grade averages for the term.

Plan 'A' Discusses The Supernatural
There will be no seances, no palmistry, no fortune-told, but evidence of the supernatural will be discussed this week by the Plan "A" staff and students.

C. E. Coleman, director of Plan "A" Curriculum, said the meeting will be held tonight from 7-10 p.m. in Plan "A" House.

$69,900 Grant Given
Three SIU Botany Profs
To Finance Corn Stalk Rot Study

Three SIU scientists have received a $69,900 National Science Foundation grant to finance a three-year study of stalk rot resistance and susceptibility in corn.

A. J. Pappelis, plant pathologist in the Department of Botany and one of the principal investigators in the study, said stalk rot results in a multi-million dollar loss to the nation's farmers each year. In Illinois alone, the disease costs farmers more than $70,000 per year.

From evidence collected in a long series of investigations, Pappelis said, death of cells within the corn stalk appears to be the first step toward susceptibility to the stalk-rotting fungi. This hypothesis was tested with more than 200 varieties of corn.

The SIU botanist said cell death within the stalk appears even though the plant appears to be in full and vigorous growth. The death of cells within hybrid varieties occurs in somewhat distinct patterns which can be followed in genetic studies and appear to be inherited as dominant characteristics.

Working with Pappelis on the project are Walter E. Schmid, a plant physiologist, and James N. BeMiller, biochemist. BeMiller earlier received a $9,600 NSF grant.

Release Statement
On ROTC Policy
A re-statement of the compulsory military training requirement at Southern has been released by I. Clark Davis, chairman of the Military Affairs Committee.

Davis is the academic dean of Student Affairs. Although there is nothing changed in the new data distributed to all academic advisors, Davis said the Committee has worked out a more concise statement and "tied it up" some matters for simpler application.

Exemptions to the mandatory military training requirement are set forth in detail and the responsibility for execution and distribution of petition forms is delegated to the Division of Air Science, as the "office of record."

Exemptions include, conscientious objectors, students over 25 years of age, physically incapable, prior active service with the United States Armed Forces, participation in prep and high school Reserve Officer Training, transfer students with 45 quarter hours credit from another college, and others.

SIU Joins Nation's Birthday Party
Clarence G. Dougbery, director of the Center said the Oasis Room for snacks, the Olympic Room for games and the Information Desk will be open from 11 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Independent Day at the lake will be a big one, with the beach open from 1-7 p.m., the boat dock facilities from 1-5 p.m. and the picnic and fishing areas during the same hours.

The play at Southern Playhouse to be offered Thursday, opens July 3. This is an Egyptian production and starring in the second is a series of five international plays. The Playhouse is air conditioned, Curtain time is 8 p.m.

At 7:30 p.m., the Sing and Swing Dance Club will sponsor a dance on the boat dock.

For those who are at home as well as in town, WSTU-TV will be offering "Edward My Son," starring Spencer Tracy and Deborah Kerr in an adaptation of the stage play. It can be viewed on channel 8, starting at 8:30 p.m.

Gus Bode...

Gus says the only trouble with putting a lecture course on a teaching machine is there is so little material left for the last eight or nine weeks of the term.
DR. LEE AND PATIENTS — Dr. Richard V. Lee, director of the Southern Illinois University Health Service, poses with a nurse and several of his patients at the Christian Hospital at Zuko, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.

Dr. Lee was spending his sabbatical leave from the University at the mission hospital. He returns to the University June 5.

Sort Of A Sabbatical:

Dr. Lee Finds Mission In Africa
Like Trip 500 Years Into History

One day last fall Dr. Richard V. Lee, director of the SIU Health Service, stepped aboard a jet plane and flew about 500 years back into history in less than 36 hours.

His destination was Mashonaland, Africa, 100 miles southeast of Pi, Victoria, Southern Rhodesia, a primitive spot that is much the same as it was 500 years ago.

Dr. Lee was on what he calls "sort of a sabbatical venture," that lasted for nine months and came to an end when he returned to campus June 5.

Dr. Lee has heard about the mission's hospital through one of the churches which was sponsoring it. It was a 130 bed hospital in the middle of Africa, and the only doctor there soon had to return to the United States to get more backing. Lee decided to fill in.

"The hospital was just a little over a year old when I came," said Dr. Lee. "It was out in the 'bush' in what they call the Native Reserve Area — a place where there are few whites."

"The outpatient load was from 15 to 60 a day and bed occupancy was anywhere from 75 to 120. We averaged about 30 deliveries a month."

Besides Dr. Lee, the hospital was staffed with two American nurses and a few African orderlies. "I sometimes had a long day," said Dr. Lee, "but it was pretty satisfying."

Dr. Lee and his wife and three children lived in a house made from home-made brick.

"The buildings were quite comfortable," he said, "and there was a diesel-electric generator at the mission."

Referring to his wife and children, Dr. Lee said, "They liked Africa. I think they enjoyed coming back, though, where grocery stores were more convenient."

"A truck would go into town every week or ten days for supplies," he explained. "All the wives at the mission would send grocery orders."

"The children took their books along and were tutored by one of the missionary wives."

One part of Africa in which the mission was located was "about the same as it was 500 years ago," according to Dr. Lee. "Their way of living has remained the same."

"You admire the fellow in the Bush — the way he can do things and the way he uses the land."

Dr. Lee said that the native society was polygamous. "A wife would cost five to twelve cows. For 12 you could get a good wife," he commented, smiling.

Standards of feminine beauty were little different, though. The best looking girl in town had tattoos on her forehead and cheeks, front teeth filed to points, and little cuts on her abdomen, forming designs.

"The bulk of the patients we treated had been treated by the local witch doctor before coming to see us," said Dr. Lee.

With such an environment, what sort of cases should a doctor expect to treat? "Mostly Fractures," said Dr. Lee. "Kids were always crawling up trees to get fruit and falling out."

"I treated several cases of goings by bulls but nothing like the yaws or pohon squeezes," he said. "We did treat quite a few snake bites, though. Somebody was always stepping on one."

"Common diseases were malaria, dysentery, malnutrition, and bilharzia, a parasitic disease associated with bathing in dirty water. There were a few lions and hippos around, but they didn't run over anybody," he said.

Dr. Lee, who is 35, was graduated from the University of Illinois Medical School in 1953. He came to SIU in 1955 and has been Director of the Health Service since then. When asked if he was planning another such trip, he replied: "Not in the near future."
Lincoln's Arrival in State
Retold on WSIU-TV Tonight

5:00 p.m.

What's New: "Wildlife and Reptiles" shows how snakes and some related "Space Age" discusses future trips to the moon. "Folk Music" contains folk tunes.

5:30 p.m.

Encore: "Perspectives—Time, Work and Leisure."

6:30 p.m.

What's Next: Repeat from the 5:00 p.m. program.

7:00 p.m.

American Album: "New Salem" This program tells the story of Lincoln's arrival in New Salem, Illinois, meeting Ann Rutledge, involvement with the townpeople and the first steps in his political life. The cast includes Abe Lincoln—Royal Dana Ann Rutledge—Joanne Woodward Howling Green—Harry Mcuff

Jack Armstrong—Jack Wardyn Mentor Graham—Raymond Roseberry James Rutledge—John Liggett

7:30 p.m.

Meet the Organ: "At Home With the Organ." In this concluding program, the organ as a musical instrument for the home is demonstrated. The organ is shown as an instrument that is capable of satisfying the musical desires and aspirations of each member of the family. The ease with which the instrument can be learned is highlighted.

8:00 p.m.

Reflections: "Basic Issues of Man—There Be Dragons!" This program dramatizes how the uses of science in man's responsibility alone.

8:30 p.m.

Summer Playhouse: "Opera and Art—Mirror of Man." This is a fine visual experience as well as an excellent survey of the developments in contemporary art since the turn of the century. The host—narrator is stage and film star Vincent Price.

9:30 p.m.

Sand Off.

Dairy Team In Major Show

SIU has received approval from the American Dairy Science Association to enter a dairy judging team in the country's major intercollegiate contest as the Dairy Cattle Congress in Waterloo, Ia., Sept. 30th.

Approval of the Association is needed for a university to participate in the contest. The ADSA gives its approval to only two agriculture colleges within each state.

Attending the Dairy Cattle Congress from SIU will be the SIU judging team and their coaches, associate professor Howard Olson and assistant instructor Howard Benson. Olson stated that "It is a mark of achievement, of acceptance of SIU's dairy program."

League Forming For Faculty-Staff

Members of the faculty and staff are invited to join a mixed bowling league now being formed. If interested, contact the University Center Lanes, 3-2863. The league will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m.

Still Going On

LESLEY'S SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE

Ladies’, Men’s, and Children’s Shoes

This Is How It Works:

Select and purchase one pair of shoes at regular price . . . get the second pair for only $1.00 . . . In this way, you are buying shoes for practically half price! Every pair of these beautiful, quality shoes has been taken from our brand new 1963 spring and summer stock.

You can find such famous brands as: Ladies’ • Red Cross • DeAngelo • Accent • Trim Tred • Sandler of Boston Men’s • Tandy • Randolph

Hundreds of pairs to choose from... bring a friend and split the cost.

BUY NOW and SAVE!

Remember: These are all NEW 1963 Ladies’, Men’s, and Children’s SPRING AND SUMMER SHOES!

100% CASH Back

If any pair fails, money back. SEE STORES FOR DETAILS

RIVERVIEW GARDEN
Golf and Recreation Center

New addition this year

• PUTT-AROUND GOLF COURSE

Relax and enjoy on evening out. Bring the whole family and have fun. Straighten out that long ball.

• DRIVING RANGE

• GO-CART TRACK

• TRAMPOLINE CENTER

• MINIATURE TRAIN

FOR THE KIDS

Open 1-10 Daily
Sunday 1-6:30

Route 13
East Murphysboro

210 S. Ill. 457-6660
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Authorization Needed For Student Work

The Student Work Office reminds students that are employed by the Work Office to check their student authorizations. Student authorizations for the 1963-64 fiscal year must be sent to the Student Work Office by July 10, in order for students to be on the payroll.

If students are in need of some extra spending money, the Student Work Office reports that they have some openings for skilled and unskilled workers.

Persons interested should come to the Student Work Office and fill out an application.
Kennedy's final day in Europe included a meeting with Pope Paul VI.

His arrival in Rome Monday was greeted by crowds far less in numbers to those in Germany and are Ireland. The temperatures were in the 90s and Kennedy arrived at the traditional start of a city tour, but instead went into conference with Italian leaders in a drive for stronger unity within the Atlantic community.

Meanwhile, informed sources said the United States is filing a protest with the Italian government about alleged manhandling and mistreatment of members of the President's official party. Physical obstruction of movements by America traveling with the President aroused considerable ire among the U.S. party and reportedly disturbed Kennedy himself.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina

Army and Air Force units throughout Argentine were placed on alert status Monday as the nation went into the final week of presidential-election campaigning.

Army commanders demanded a meeting with top government officials to insist on the outlawing of the National and Popular Front, largest party running in Sunday's election. The front is supported by exiled-ex-dictator Juan D. Peron.

WASHINGTON

The United States Monday ordered expulsion of a Russian diplomat on the grounds he tried to recruit an American as a spy.

Informants said the State Department charged Gennady G. Sevastyanov, a Soviet embassy attaché, attempted to recruit a U.S. Central Intelligence Agency employee for espionage purposes.

SPRINGFIELD

"Traffic Condition Red" will be in effect in Illinois from 6 p.m. Wednesday to midnight Sunday, Safety Director Joseph E. Ragen said in announcing safety plans for the July 4th holiday period.

VATICAN CITY

An indirect suggestion that the Vatican would like to see an American presidential representative assigned to the Holy See was contained in an editorial in the Vatican newspaper on the eve of President Kennedy's visit.

The editorial mentioned by name Myron Taylor, who was President Franklin D. Roosevelt's personal representative at the Vatican.

CHICAGO

Negroes have won the philosophical battle but still face a long, bitter struggle before complete equality.

This was a press conference statement of Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People at the opening of its 54th annual convention.

"We still have not won our legal rights, but we are going to have them," Mr. Wilkins said. He criticized "black-jack procedures" of southern congressmen in seeking to thwart civil rights legislation. "This sort of thing guaranteed further Negro demonstrations," he said.

Herrin Boy Drowns In Crab Orchard Lake

HERRIN, Ill.

Philip Popham, 18, of Herrin, drowned Sunday in Crab Orchard Lake. Searchers found the body a short time after the youth was reported missing.

Doctor's Call Rehn's Health 'Satisfactory'

Dean Henry J. Rehn of the SIU School of Business is in satisfactory condition at Doctors Hospital in Carbondale, hospital officials said late yesterday.

Rehn was admitted to the hospital late Thursday after suffering what doctors termed a mild coronary.

Our Specialty

PIZZA

ITALIAN VILLAGE

Week days 4 - 12
Sunday 4 - 8
Closed on Monday

We Deliver Too

405 S. WASHINGTON  Ph 637-6539
Mom, Can I Have A Dollar?

No! Use Your Credit Card.

By Nancy Florman

The Columbia Missourian

Written for the Associated Press

COLUMBIA, MO. -- Credit card buying for teen-agers of their own credit?

Sure, it's a certain development in the ever-growing buy-on-time drive of the nation's marketplace—and it may hit Mid-American sooner than you think.

The plan has been tried for more than a year in New York and Los Angeles and the idea is spreading.

Is this idea practical? Will it start a massive teen-age plunge into the credit time market? Will it lead to stable buying habits for this group approaching adulthood?

Dr. Lewis E. David, the Robert E. Lee Hill professor of bank management at the University of Missouri and father of a 14-year-old daughter, has some definite ideas on the subject.

He points out that ever since Johnny begged a 10-cent advance on next week's allowance, children have been "buying on time.

The teen-age group, he pointed out, now represents a large, unexploited market for credit, due to increased allowances. And, he said, the credit card idea will help teach the teener to budget his money, let him make his own buying decisions and become part of the mature adult world.

"Starting young is the right idea," he said. "The teen-ager learns to understand credit but won't go bankrupt. It offers the greatest good for the greatest number."

Dr. David says the idea is still too new to gauge for success because statistics are not yet adequate. But the daily of dollars to spend instead of a two-bit piece has opened a new era for the youngsters and merchants.

In the Pacific Coast states, where the card idea has really taken hold, the teen-ager applicant's background is checked carefully. This includes his parents' credit rating. If their records show a below par rating, chances are slim their teen-agers will be issued a card.

When credit is granted, the card holder may buy up to $25 worth of merchandise a month, if he pays part of this bill he may continue to buy with a $25 ceiling. Any abuse of the credit privilege results in immediate withdrawal of the card.

Parents may worry about the responsibility for paying their children's bills, but there is no legal liability with this credit as there is in opening a charge account.

However, Dr. Davide thinks the moral and social responsibility of the parents would insure payment.

So, some Johnnies and Marys also may learn that credit has its drawbacks. Merchants who have instituted the plan point out it will not result in increasing the dollar volume greatly.

There is no yardstick to gauge the growth of Midwestern parents and what the youngsters think of the idea as yet. Perhaps a sampling of one Columbia PTA group, and of 65 members of a Hickman High School mathematics-club might indicate a trend.

Dr. David explained the plan to both groups. The parents represented families of from two to four children, and the teen-ager weekly allowance of actual spending money concentrated in a $1 to $2 range.

Before Dr. Davide's talk, 17 parents said they would discourage it, one was in favor, two were neutral. Later, 13 said they would still discourage the idea, four were neutral and one did not reply.

In Communications:

Spring Valley To Send
8 To Summer Workshop

Eight students from Spring Valley, a small community in northern Illinois, will be among the 126 high school students attending the SIU Communications Workshop.

All attended Hall Township high school and all are having their registration fees paid by the Board of Education, according to Marlan Nelson, coordinator of the workshop.

Nelson said these students will attend the speech study classes and are prime prospects for next year's debating team.

The Communications Workshop, a five in one, has enrolled 62 in journalism, 14 in photography, 5 in radio-television, 29 in speech and 16 in theater.

These academically superior students will converge on the SIU campus July 7 from communities in Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, Texas, Florida, Kansas and Wisconsin.

In addition to pre-college, non-credit study, they will undertake activities and entertainment oriented to their interests.

The journalism students will produce a weekly newspaper which will be called "the Workshop Journal." News of all the high school workshops proceeding on campus will be covered with this publication. They will also produce a year-book to be called "the Julion.

Photography students will attempt picture coverage of their own, as well as the music and science workshops for the publications.

Entertainment during the four weeks will include a party every Saturday night, a beach-comber party, a masquerade party, and others. On July 29, the group will go to St. Louis to the Municipal Opera to see "The King and I," and will visit radio and television stations and newspapers.

In addition they will see all of the Southern Players productions and the SIU produced musical, "The Music Man."

Total cost to the students in this workshop is $102.50, which includes an activity fee of $12.50, major expenses of recreation and field trips, and $90.00 board and room.
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Dog Days Are Gone Forever

SIU moved another year closer to an all-campus 12-week session. One year ago 100-level courses were taught for 12 weeks in summer session. This year 100-level courses were taught for full 12 weeks for the first time.

The move stems from a request by American education today that schools are not designed as "shocking, anti-American, summer," but also enables the university to eliminate the shock of huge fall freshman enrollments by spreading them out over four quarters.

Loren Young, assistant superintendent, Legislative Office, provided the Daily Egyptian with student enrollment which reveals that interest students have increased at every level. In 1952 only 1,529 students enrolled in the eight-week session. Later in 1958 the enrollment of the nine-week session increased to 3,644 students went to summer school. Then last year the increase was the same for the eight-week quarter for 100-level courses 5,551 student participated in the summer session.

These figures reflect the continuing need of schools now going to school the year around. The enrollment for the whole summer this year have not been released yet but they are expected to top last year's totals.

Carnegie baselines have complained that there are not enough schools big enough during the summer. But it appears that the facts contradict their feelings. The expanded summer quarter will open the doors to faster growth. There is nothing dead about SIU in July and August and dog days are gone forever from Carbondale.

Tom McNamara

That ‘Marxist’ In Kansas

John McCormally in The Hutchinson (Kan.) News

Senator Barry Goldwater recently expressed a "Marxist philosophy," a Kansas Republican official, July 26, 1963, comments on federal aid to education. The column, which Senator Goldwater enables by "choosing, anti-American, summer," is reprinted here:

We are all supposed to be 

- --Martha Derick

Young America will go back to school in the fall... The same old load of loud and bitter bickering over the future of its schools. The fight over federal aid to education is on, on the surface, a battle-one of the oldest and hardest fought in this country. It falls in the classic pattern of historic battle between the haves and the have-nots, between those who control the wealth of the land and those who do not.

It is not popular—or even polite—to describe it in these terms in America. The battle is shrouded from childhood to prevent the average person from seeing the classes or masses, no small and fundamental disagreement between the haves and the have-nots. Education is the haves' battle.

But the truth of the matter is that the minority, who are the elite, financially and culturally, have the wealth and power their demand for federal aid to education is a battle for democracy.

The fight is fought and lost on two grounds: the minority's demand for federal aid to education is a battle for democracy.

The college pattern grows clearer. A good many of our public schools are still going on for falcy days of care-free vacation but for hard work and campus life. The national university, the ever-growing number of colleges and universities are operating on a year-round basis. Hamilton joined the ranks in mid-April with a nine-month approval of conversion to a full 12-month operation by 1970.

There will be no attempt here to distinguish between the conventional summer school and redesigned operations all year round. Tax-supported institutions have been offered an advisory conversion for years, but they have not converted. There is no such principle. It is simply, for the most part, an attempt to expand the faculty and increase the number of students.

The great mass of American public schools don't have enough students to attract large numbers. So in order to attract large numbers, they have to be on a full-year basis. This is true whether they are public or private schools.

Once public education becomes big enough and effective, it is a matter of money. The great mass of American public schools don't have enough students to attract large numbers. So in order to attract large numbers, they have to be on a full-year basis. This is true whether they are public or private schools.

Once public education becomes big enough and effective, it is a matter of money. The great mass of American public schools don't have enough students to attract large numbers. So in order to attract large numbers, they have to be on a full-year basis.

The college pattern grows clearer. A good many of our public schools are still going on for falcy days of care-free vacation but for hard work and campus life. The national university, the ever-growing number of colleges and universities are operating on a year-round basis.
Coach Piccone Expects A 'Good Football Season' Despite Toughest Schedule In Southern's History

Carmen Piccone, football coach, sat in his McAndrew Stadium office earlier this quarter and evaluated next year's football team. The e-valuations were based on last fall's performances and reflect his opinion on spring drills.

"We lost six ball games to six good clubs last year and feel that we learned something in every one of them," Piccone noted.

"As a result, we should be better this season although the record may not be much improved due to the fact that for the second straight year our schedule will be much tougher," he said.

"Our chief assets figure to be depth and quickness at interior line positions, an improved passing game, providing the quarterbacks do as well next fall as they did in spring drills, and overall team speed," he continued.

"Chief problems are expected to arise at the end positions where team captain, Charles O'Neill and Jim Hattie, a veteran who started 39 games at SIIU, are missing and the fact that almost one-half of the squad will be composed of underclassmen.

"Without a doubt, however, I feel this group of sophomores will develop into one of Southern's finest football teams either next year (1964) or in 1965," Piccone added.

"As far as 1963 is concerned, I believe we may be an upset team due primarily to the squad's overall desire to win and eagerness to improve upon last year's record," he concluded.

The overall outlook for next fall lines up like this:

Last fall SIIU relied exclusively upon two quarterbacks but Piccone has more depth available here this year than last. Dave Harris, a senior, is the only letterman of the group. Piccone rates Jim Hart, Doug Moguey and Norm Meyers as three of the finest sophomore prospects he has ever seen.

In addition, Mike McInnis, another sophomore will be available but he is presently listed primarily for defense. "It's impossible to feel too optimistic about your offense without the services of a proven quarterback," Piccone said, but we have a lot of confidence in the available candidates and don't expect the position to be a problem."

Another indication of experience in SIIU's lineup is at the flanking back position where only two veterans, Harry Bobbitt and Joe Rohe, are among the list of likely aspirants. Both were employed primarily as defensive specialists in 1962.

Bobbitt, however, was one of the standouts of spring drills and his efforts were justly recognized by teammates who selected him as one of three captains.

SIIU's split end prospects include a pair of lettermen, Bonnie Shelton and Don Vente-ruolo, both experienced some difficulty in staying a step ahead of rookie Joe Massey in spring drills.

Three veterans, including leading ground gainer Charles Warren and Carl Kimbrel of last year's 4-6 club, are battling for the number one fullback post along with Richard Weber.

George McCreery:

Three - Sport Letterman
To Concentrate On Wrestling

George McCreery was a three-sport letterman at Pal- atine High School but plans no concentration on wrestling during his college days at SIIU.

McCreery is one of several freshmen wrestlers who are in school this summer. All will be vying for positions in Jim Wilkinson's SIIU freshmen wrestling team next winter.

McCreery placed second in the Illinois state wrestling tournament last year. He lost only two matches in 27 outings. He drifted the first five in his sectional tournament and he and his setback came in the championship round of the state tourney.

He started wrestling in the eighth grade. "My brothers and I used to wrestle in the backyard and that was my start in wrestling," McCreery aid in response to a question.

"Then I went out to high school where I wrestled four years and every year," he said. "I also played football and ran track in high school."

In lettered one year in track or his efforts running the low hurdles. "Our athletic director asked me to give up the hurdles after I knocked two of them down breaking him both," the blond-haired athlete said laughingly.

He was not "black of the Week" by the Chicago Daily News during his senior year. He was a fullback on the Palatine team.

McCreery's greatest thrill that early career came when he defeated both of his older brothers in wrestling. "They sat placed fourth in the state tournament and I wanted to beat them," McCreery said.

"We went out into the backyard where I pinned one of my brothers and the other one gave. This was the greatest thrill of my life," he said.

He came to SIIU because of several reasons. He liked Coach Wilkinson and thought the school and its campus. "Coach was the main reason for my deciding to come to Southern," he said.

McCreery plans to major in physical education with a minor in speech. He and Hal Weber is a newcomer who may prove to be one of Southern's finest backs in recent years. Kimbrel gained 368 yards in 78 carries for a 4.7 average and Warren 347 in 73 for a 4.8 mark.

TUESDAY, JULY 2
Picnic Following
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
816 S. ILLINOIS

REGULARLY

NOW

S59.95 to $65.00
$48.90

$49.95
$39.90

S39.95
$31.90

SPORTCOATS
Cool, light weight blends

REGULARLY

NOW

$29.95
$21.97

$19.95
$14.89

SLACKS
Light weight wool and dacron blends permanently creased

REGULARLY

NOW

$12.95
or 2 pair for $21.00
You Can Always Tell A Teacher By The Way They Tackle Studies

In the classroom, one professor claims he can tell a graduate student from an undergraduate the minute he walks in the door. When I say 'hello' or 'good morning' the undergraduates always smile and return the greeting but the graduate just write it down in their notebooks.

And at the library, some staff members claim they can tell the teachers who are working for advanced degrees from other students in just a glance.

It is not uncommon for an undergraduate to wait until the last two weeks of a quarter to show up at the library hoping to find a quick way to compress eight weeks' work into two. But teachers are different.

"Teachers realize that the summer session is only eight weeks long and they work hard to learn the material they would ordinarily learn in 12 weeks," she explained. "They are serious students for the most part because they are accustomed to teaching their own students to be serious," she added.

This summer, however, Miss Stone feels that the teachers are not as quick to start studying intensely. They are slower to begin their usual summer pace, which is similar to that found among undergraduates at finals time. This may be because the teachers are younger, and that they have combined a learning of college life along with their studies.

"This is not a criticism of teachers," said Miss Stone. "Rather, I think that they are doing a fine job of combining these aspects of college life."

Ag Field Day

The annual Southern Illinois Agronomy Field Day will be held in the Agronomy Research Center at SIU on August 1.

Discussions and tours of soils and crops work at the Center are tentatively set for 1 p.m. with SIU and University of Illinois specialists on hand to lead in the program.

The Knitting Knook

HAVE A SUMMER PROJECT

Knit a sweater with beautiful new yarns

MURDRALE SHOPPING CENTER
MRS. MARY MARS. OWNER

Hours: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. - Monday until 9 p.m. - Dial 549-2044

Southern Illinois University
CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS

THE NEWSPAPER IN THE CLASSROOM

SUMMER WORKSHOP • MONDAY, AUG. 12 THROUGH THURSDAY, AUG. 22, 1963 • PRESENTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS.

★ The Course of Study will include a series of lectures and discussions, and participation in a group project. Students taking the course for credit will submit at the close of the workshop, a term paper in the form of a lesson plan for use of the newspaper in his own teaching.

★ Who May Attend: Any person holding a baccalaureate degree or the equivalent undergraduate in their senior year may enroll. The workshop is designed specifically to serve the needs of teachers in the high schools, junior high schools, and the upper elementary grades.

★ Graduate Credit: Participants will be enrolled in Journalism 499, Newspaper Analysis in the Classroom, which carries three quarter hours of credit. Or, the participant may, if he wishes, enroll as a hearer.

★ Instructional Staff: Members of the Department of Journalism, other specialists in the University and numerous members of the working press.

★ Materials and Demonstrations: Participants will be supplied regularly with one or more daily newspapers, a bibliography for background reading and a list of audio-visual aids. It is planned to provide the participants with minute by minute reports from the wire of the national news services, Motion pictures suitable for classroom use will be shown from time to time during the workshop. The participants will also have access to the University library.

★ Cost of the Workshop: Tuition, room, and a generous amount of recreation is covered in the "Workshop Package." The cost to residents of Illinois for the ten day period is $90.00; to nonresidents, $110.00; without board and room, $30.00.

★ Accommodations: Participants will be housed in one of the dormitories at Thompson Point, and meals, except for special excursions, will be served in the Thompson Point Cafeteria. Classes and meetings will be held in air-conditioned rooms of the Agricultural Building.

Enrollment limited to 40 persons; register NOW!

For Information Call 3-2271 or write
Howard R. Long, Chairman
Department of Journalism